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The start of technology

In 1973 global networking becomes a reality as
the university college of london and the royal
rader establishment conneted  the ARPANET.

THE TERM INTERNET IS BORN 

The famous yahoo! was created by jerry yang
and david filo two electrical engineering
graduate students from stanford university. The
company was later incorporated in march 1995. 

YAHOO!

Facebook goes online era social networking
begins in 2004 It has an impact on the world now
it's apart of peoples life day in and day out.
Youtube.com launches in 2005 becoming very
important today also.

THINGS AROUND THIS TIME GOT FUN

Facebook reaches 400 million active users. The
social media sites pinterest and instagram and
lanched!

SOCIAL MEDIA 

By January 2021 there are 4.66 billion people
connected to the internet which is a huge
number of people . It's almost half of the global
population.

INTERNET RECENTLY 

 Low earth orbit satellite internet is closer to
reality. By early january 2022. But the spaceX
launches more than 1900 starlink satellites
overall.
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After spending this quarter learning about technology and

society, we can answer these two important questions. Does
technology reflect society and culture or shape it? Technology is
something that is introduced into society, and the culture reacts

to it in either a positive or negative way, and this changes
frequently. As culture frequently changes, so does technology. Is
technology always improving our lives?  Technology is a win/lose

situation. Technology is a tool and not a toy. Technology is not
good for use when it is harmful to someone. Technology can be

dangerous when it isn't used properly, or by the right people.
When technology is used for the greater good of people, it can

add to society and be helpful.


